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Introduction/ Brief
Touch is a research project, led by Timo Arnall at the Oslo School of Design & Architecture 
(AHO), that investigates “the interfaces between mobile phones and physical objects through a 
technology called Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID)”.
For more information, please visit www.nearfield.org.

The Tangible Interactions course at AHO links closely to the Touch project, and through the 
spring semester 2007 students have worked on various Touch relevant briefs.
The Landscape of Radio, which is the brief chosen for the project presented here, focuses on 
the invisible bubbles of radio magnetism, created by the ‘ubiquitous’ use of wireless commu-
nication that increasingly fills our physical environment. It aims at investigating possibilities for 
systems that lets us know when we are in a particular kind of field, and what functions, applica-
tions and services that field may offer.

Chosen Brief - The Landscape of Radio - as described at www.nearfield.org

This brief can be taken in many directions, and I decided to try to visualise technology, serving 
the purpose either as helpful information or warning. 
The latter is due to the great scepticism and following engagement shown by groups and or-
ganisations world wide towards new technologies - RFID in particular as this is the focus of the 
Touch project. There seems to exist a fear of technology among a lot of people, either as a tool 
of potential power misuse, or because of its yet unknown physical effects on the human body. 

The way in which I’ve solved the task is not realistic, yet it’s based on real facts and specifica-
tions. In that light the result is more tongue-in-cheek and artistic, than scientific and practical.

“With the increasing ‘ubiquitous’ use of wireless communications, 
the physical world is filling up with bubbles of radio waves, from 
massive GSM, 3G and wi-fi networks to tiny RFID pinging out their 
ID numbers. Each of these invisible bubbles offers a set of functions 
or services, from talking on the phone to transferring data or grant-
ing access or paying for a ticket.
This is a central issue for ubiquitous computing where computation 
is embedded, often invisibly into the environment. Knowing what 
kinds of fields are available (wi-fi, Bluetooth, rfid, etc.) and knowing 
what kinds of functions, applications or services they offer may be a 
central usability problem in the near future. Can we design systems 
that let us know when we are in a particular kind of field, what we 
might do in those fields and what information we give up to them?
The project should look at the previous work of Dunne & Raby, par-
ticularly ‘Hertzian Tales’, as well as the research work on ‘seamful’ 
interactions by Chalmers et al.”
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Context of Ubiquitous Computing & Electromagnetic Waves
Fear

Over the semester I finished reading the book Everyware by Adam Greenfield. He very thor-
oughly breaks down what he thinks it will mean to have wireless communication implemented 
in every thinkable and unthinkable place in our everyday lives, and what responsibility rests on 
designers and developers of such systems. He may well glide towards the unreasonably scep-
tical at times, but raises some interesting questions, and foresees a lot of equally interesting 
problems that will likely need addressing whether irrational or not. 
Some of the concerns he raises are shared in numerous anti-RFID web sites who seem mainly 
worried about the power of the big corporations. As consumers, we are being monitored, our 
habits traced and manipulated, and eventually shaped into a mainstream social frame. Further, 
it is predicted that those of us who do not fit into this mould will be discriminatingly locked out of 
the whole social system. Not unlike George Orwell’s dark visions of the future in his book 1984.
New technologies are seen mainly as future threats as inevitably they will fall on the wrong 
hands, get misused and ultimately deprive us of our human rights.

There are also strong concerns as to whether wireless communication actually presents a phys-
ical threat to the human body and bodily tissues. The debate seems to currently be concerned 
mainly with wi-fi networks , as well as radiation from mobile phones which has been a hot topic 
for years. As Guy Kewney writes in his article Can we have a proper study of Wi-Fi please? the 
technology for one thing is not old enough to have created patterns over time, and scientific 
proof has yet to be produced that wireless technology has any physical effect on us, or is harm-
ful in any other way. 
An interesting side issue here of course is perceived pains and illnesses people blame radiation 
to cause. The mere stress that myths and beliefs can cause should not be entirely overlooked.

Whether or not one chooses to agree to all this, I do think it important to keep these less popu-
lar opinions in mind during the creative process. Designers and developers are generally very 
positive and enthusiastic about new technologies. Rather than just brushing off the critics as 
irrational, they might contribute new interesting things. As an example they clearly have a sense 
for spotting system bugs long before the technology is here.

Critical Comments, Awareness and Interaction

The project Hertzian Tales by Anthony Dunne and Fiona Rabys looks at peoples relationships 
with new technologies. Their design projects are critical to the way we think of technology 
(among other things), and often aim to - rather than being purely practical - provoke reactions, 
and to make the viewer think. Dunne and Raby use design as critical comment. 

Wireless communication technologies in various forms have been widely explored in art and de-
sign projects. Cell phone disco is an interactive wall, with lots of LEDs on it that lights up when 
you walk past it with an active mobile phone. While mainly fun, beautiful, and even magical, it 
does raise thoughts as to what is going on between the phone and the sensors embedded in 
the wall. 
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Tool for hearing electronic objects “talk” from Electroprobes, and Cell Phone Disco. Images from the websites.

In such installations the viewer often gets to interact with the piece. As anthropologist Anne Gal-
loway pointed out during her visit to AHO at the middle of the semester, observations in those 
instances may be just as useful as any other function the product may have. 
Interacting and playing with new technologies can be an excellent way of ‘breaking the ice’ in 
the process of familiarising it.

In May this year, the class went to London, where among other things we visited the Science 
Museum and the SPY exhibition they had on at the time. In a section called Future Lab were 
projects by renowned designers (among others Dunne & Raby) who had spotted a need and 
designed solutions to them. Inspirational as to how effective well good evidencing works.

Works by Dunne and Raby, and by Studio Troika, in the Future Lab.
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Process
My first concepts looked at different ways of showing that there is technology invisibly present, 
as a form of signage. As I visualised the ideas, it became easier to group them; some were 
nearly overlapping and others completely different. There were details in the visualisations (con-
scious or not) that would trigger associations and further development or new directions. Some 
also stood out as more interesting than others.

Various versions of displaying electromagnetic presence. Solutions for trapping or neutralising fields, and feed-back umbrella.

In a sketch for the umbrella as a sensor, I suggested to wrap out the copper coil found in anten-
nas and recoil it in patterns covering the umbrellas surface. While the umbrella idea eventually 
went, the patterns stayed and evolved into subtle indication of electromagnetic presence and an 
alternative to regular signs.
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With the mobile phone as guide concept (where the phone has antennas capable of disinguish-
ing between various types of fields), I found that in order to achieve a convincing visualisation, 
it was necessary to map out the specifications of the various fields of electromagnetic waves, 
which is what wireless communication use. Different types of communication technologies work 
on different wavelengths, frequencies and distances, and accordingly the electromagnetic fields 
(can be imagined to physically) vary considerably. 
As I did this, the idea for the Flora came up, as I automatically started visualising the ‘bubbles’ 
as I went along.

Parts of a list of frequencies operating in Germany (I have cut it down here, for the full list see references for the 
web address). Fot the shaping of the fields, the ‘Bubbles’, I got inspiration from an old flora, combined with some 
visualisations of magnetic fields using computer simulations that my tutor, Timo Arnall, provided kindly me with.
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Result/ Flora and Patterns
The two ideas came together as a book and a set of patterns, each illustrating the ‘bubbles of 
radio’ in their own way. The Flora is a ‘fake’ encyclopedia of electromagnetic fields, with a main 
focus on wireless communication. It includes descriptions and elaborate illustrations of six cho-
sen networks; Bluetooth, Digital Multimedia Broadcasting, Global System for Mobilecommunita-
tion, Radio Frequency IDentification, Wi-Fi and ZigBee.
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Some of the patterns, intended to represent Bluetooth, DBM, GSM, RFID, ZigBee and Wi-Fi. If I had had more 
time, I would have made animations with the patterns for the mobile phone as EM compass concept.

There are many opportunities for where and what these patterns can be applied to. I was not 
satisfied with the extent to which I got to explore this, and will therefore not attempt to present 
supposedly final solutions. Nearly retuning to some of the early ideas, they could be applied to 
buildings, interior as well as exterior, and painted onto streets. Tehy could be printed on fabric, 
for clothes and accessories, from handbags, umbrellas, to coats, linings and even underwear. 
They could be applied to domestic objects that are used near electromagnetic fields; apron for 
the microwave, cloth for the TV or telephone table, curtains for the windows facing the neares 
mobile communication antenna, to mention a few.
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Conclusion
About what I say in the Flora on wishing to trigger a discussion; this may have been a great 
topic to discuss in the ‘Stigostæin’ creativity workshop had I only been at that stage at that time.
Ideally, I had allowed myself to be less critical to the individual ideas in the beginning, in order to 
just get ahead with producing visuals and evidencing. I will certainly keep this in mind for future 
projects. I also need to improve my judgement of good versus bad ideas. At the time of this 
project everything was a bad idea, I found myself depending on other people’s feedback (natu-
rally very varying!), which is not a good foundation for further investigation and development.

Whether it was lack of confidence in my ideas or delaying decisions that were my greatest 
headaches, I wish I had more time for the finishing touches. I am not unhappy with the end 
result. I had many ideas that would have been interesting to push further before throwing them 
away, but it was necessary towards the end to make slightly more hurried decisions than I pre-
fer. 
If I was to do this project again I would have started writing this project documentation at a much 
earlier stage, if not from the very beginning. Through the semester I have become much more 
comfortable using my blog too, and I suppose the documentation would take place there. 
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